Metadata are general characteristics of the data in a well-curated and condensed format, and have been proven to be useful for decision making, knowledge discovery, and also heterogeneous data organization of biobank. Among all data types in the biobank, pathology is the key component of the biobank and also serves as the gold standard of diagnosis. To maximize the utility of biobank and allow the rapid progress of biomedical science, it is essential to organize the data with well-populated pathology metadata. However, manual annotation of such information is tedious and time-consuming. In the study, we develop a multimodal multitask learning framework to predict four major slide-level metadata of pathology images. The framework learns generalizable representations across tissue slides, pathology reports, and case-level structured data. We demonstrate improved performance across all four tasks with the proposed method compared to a single modal single task baseline on two test sets, one external test set from a distinct data source (TCGA) and one internal held-out test set (TTH). In the test sets, the performance improvements on the averaged area under receiver operating characteristic curve across the four tasks are 16.48% and 9.05% on TCGA and TTH, respectively. Such pathology metadata prediction system may be adopted to mitigate the effort of expert annotation and ultimately accelerate the data-driven research by better utilization of the pathology biobank.
Metadata have been proven to be useful for decision making and knowledge discovery [33, 28] . They also provide compact and domain-specific data representations for machine learning in different knowledge domains [17, 21, 13] . In the biomedical domain, metadata are critical for both data archiving and other downstream data-driven applications [25, 32] . One of the prominent applications is the development of biobanks [6] .
A biobank is a repository that stores biological tissue samples for research usage, and the essence of developing a biobank is to curate an organized dataset with well-populated metadata. Biobanks have been playing a critical role in numerous scientific and clinical breakthrough. For example, the development of one of the effective breast cancer immunotherapies, Herceptin, has greatly relied on metadata of a well-organized biobank to curate a cohort for the initial validation [6] . The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and UK Biobank are also two large-scale repositories that support enormous studies and clinical trials to accelerate biomedical research [29] . Biobanks usually contain a large amount of data from different modalities in heterogeneous formats, such as genome sequences, pathology images, and clinical reports. To utilize these datasets, having well-populated metadata is necessary.
Pathology has been recognized as the gold standard for diagnosis across different medical specialties [15] . In a biobank, pathology metadata along with the long-term follow-up survival data are the most valuable for modeling disease progression and patient outcome. However, they are also often the least organized data. This is primarily due to the variation of data archiving process across institutes and the tedious manual process of biological tissues in the modern pathology workflow. Although an ideal approach for collecting accurate metadata is to ask pathologists for annotation while signing out the cases, it is infeasible for the already developed biobanks that have abundant longitudinal survival data. These data are also arguably of greater value due to the longer follow-up periods. Therefore, to maximize the utilization of the biobank, extensive manual pathology metadata annotation is required [11] .
Through advances in machine learning, modern computational techniques have shown promising results in automated prediction tasks. For pathology, researchers have shown the capability pathologists-level performance on various tasks, such as tumor detection [18, 7] , survival outcome prediction [22] , and even augmentation of the workflow through real-time feedback [4] . However, most works are based on the image modality alone without considering data from other modalities, such as free text reports. Those works mostly focus on a single diagnosis task on few tissue types, different from a problem like biobank data curation that requires a well-performing model across multiple tasks on a wide range of specimens. The heterogeneous, limited and imbalanced data also makes the automated pathology metadata prediction even more challenging. Such a problem is also a common issue for machine learning and its downstream applications [16] .
In this study, we investigate multimodal multitask learning approach to jointly predict multiple slide-level metadata simultaneously from shared representation across image, text, and structured categorical variables in a limited and imbalanced sample size regime. Multitask learning leverages multiple prediction tasks to mitigate the issue of limited sample size since different tasks may share similar representations. Multimodal learning utilizes data of different modalities to learn a shared representation. Specifically, we incorporate case- Figure 1 : Illustration of the information across the case, slide, and patch levels from a single patient.
level text from pathology reports with slide-level tissue images, because each of them holds different information that links to different metadata. Figure 1 and Appendix Table A1 are illustrations of the multi-level information in a single case. We further conducted ablation analysis to investigate the importance and utility of different modalities. To this end, we make the following contributions in this study:
• We propose a multimodal multitask learning framework using images, free texts and structured data for pathology metadata prediction with limited and imbalanced data.
• The proposed multimodal multitask framework outperforms the baseline single modal single task framework across all four pathology metadata prediction tasks.
• We observe the synergistic effect that by adding multimodal information on top of multitask framework outperforms either multimodal or multitask alone.
Related Works
In this section, we start with a literature review on multitask learning and multimodal learning. Based on the existing works, we introduce challenges in multitask learning and multimodal learning, and justify the selected strategies for overcoming these challenges in the proposed framework.
Multitask Learning Multitask Learning (MTL), also known as joint learning or learning with auxiliary tasks, is a machine learning scenario that uses training signals from other related tasks to solve the harder tasks simultaneously [3, 26] . MTL has been widely used in different domains such as natural language processing, speech, and computer vision [26] . It has also been applied to biomedical problems. One of the earliest applications is the pneumonia risk stratification task using the lab value prediction as the auxiliary MTL tasks [2] . Despite the strong theoretical support for the utility of MTL, the performance gain of adopting MTL in the biomedical domain is not guaranteed [2, 24] . We argued that MTL can help leverage supervision signals from other tasks by training a model to predict correlated pathology metadata simultaneously Figure 2 : Study overview and the proposed multimodal multitask learning framework. Color scheme: input data (yellow), data encoder (white), multimodal merging operations (blue), representations (red), tasks (green), learning objectives (light green). from a shared representation. A natural question arises from this design is the ways to do parameter sharing. There are two main strategies for MTL to learn a shared representation, via hard parameter sharing or soft parameter sharing. Hard sharing strategy has a single pathway from input to a shared representation, and following the representation are task-specific heads with independent parameters. The approach enables lower layer parameters to be shared while parameters in each head to be task-specific. This enables learning a generalizable shared representation while also optimizing for the downstream tasks [3] . In soft sharing strategy, each task has its pathway from input to output. The parameters for different pathways are soft-shared by imposing a joint regularization. This allows a certain degree of similarity across representations for different task pathways without enforcing them to be identical [9] .
Besides parameter sharing, another key aspect in MTL is the weighting of loss across different tasks. A prominent recent approach is a multi-objective optimization, which integrates the interactions between tasks into the loss fucntion [14] . In this study, we incorporate the hard parameter sharing strategy with gradient-based multi-objective optimization to learn a better representation that can be shared across tasks.
Multimodal Learning
The goal of multimodal learning is to learn a data representation capturing shared and independent information from data across different modalities. There have been a wide success of multimodal learning in different fields [23, 1] . In the biomedical domain, there is a strong need for such an approach because patient data usually come with multiple modalities such as waveforms, claims data, free texts, images, and genome sequences. Researchers have utilized information from different modalities to approach various biomedical problems, such as tissue pattern recognition [27] , report generation [19] , medical language translation [31] , and clinical event prediction [30] . However, the key challenge of multimodal learning is the heterogeneity across different modalities due to vastly different statistical properties and varying levels of noise. In this study, we explore different strategies to effectively merge the heterogeneous modalities.
There are two major approaches for multimodal learning: shared representation learning and cross-modal coordinated representation learning [23] . Shared representation learning, i.e. learning a common embedding space, enforces the model to have a single latent representation from multimodal data. On the other hand, cross-modal coordinated representation learning, or embedding alignment, uses an additional step to align representations from different modalities with the assumption that the geometric structure of the representations is similar [5] .
For shared representation learning, early fusion and late fusion are the two most prominent approaches [1] . Early fusion helps capture low-level interactions between modalities, which is ideal when there are dependencies between features in different modalities. Late fusion instead builds a meta-classifier to preserve more single-modal information since this approach doesnt model the interactions between modalities at low-level.
Since our goal is to learn a general representation from heterogeneous pathology images, texts, and structured data, we adopted the early fusion strategy to capture low-level interactions between modalities and keep the generalizability as much as possible. We also investigated the model performance of using different operations for merging modalities.
Methods
We propose a framework for joint prediction of pathology metadata while leveraging multimodal data, including images at different scales, texts from pathology reports, and the case-level structured data ( Figure 2 ). We focus on four metadata commonly used for constructing research cohort from the pathology samples in biobanks. They are tissue type, fixation type, procedure type, and staining method of a slide. For example, to construct the research cohort for the lymph node metastasis detection, we need to identify samples of lymph node specimen (tissue type) using hemotoxylin and eosin staining (H&E) (staining method) obtained by biopsy (procedure type) and fixed by formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded fixation (FFPE) (fixation type) [20] . Figure 3 shows samples of pathology images with their corresponding metadata. The proposed framework consisted of two main parts, a multitask output and a multimodal input. For the output, the model predicted four metadata tasks considering multiple objective loss. For the input, we adopted ResNet [12] and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [8] to extract features from slide images and free texts, respectively. For the case-level structured data such as primary cancer sites, we encoded them in the one-hot scheme. The intention of using multi-level data is to incorporate prior knowledge to the model for narrowing the prediction search space. For example, using primary cancer sites as the input helps focusing the model on fewer tissue types that might occur in such case yet without the issue of data leakage from the pathology perspective Multitask Learning We used MTL with hard parameter sharing strategy to learn the shared representation of pathology data from joint supervision across different tasks (Figure 3 ). The proposed MTL loss function consists of two parts, a multi-objective loss, and a task-specific loss.
For the multi-objective loss, to utilize the interactions between supervision from different tasks, we extended a Gaussian likelihood-based multitask loss accounting for all tasks simultaneously to mitigate the task-specific noise. The approach models the estimated noise of task t as a trainable parameter σ t . Different from treating all task equally without scaling the gradient of each task, the multi-objective loss has the potential to prevent overfitting to any specific task by considering the geometric average of all task-specific losses. This is different from the commonly seen arithmetic mean approach and addresses the issue of vastly different scales across task-specific losses.
In more details, for the metadata prediction task t, we adopted a Gaussian likelihood to model the label y it and the predicted output from the neural network f t with training input x i and weights w. The output noise is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of σ t . To find the stationary points of the Gaussian log likelihood function
, we set the partial derivation of the likelihood function with respect to σ 2 to zero, and obtain the update equation for σ 2 (see Appendix A2 for details). By replacing σ 2 in the likelihood function, we obtain the loss function:
The loss function is a geometric average of the task-specific mean square error, different from the commonly-seen arithmetic mean.
To mitigate the class imbalance issue, we applied the focal loss objective for the task-specific objectives [16] . In a binary classification task, we frequently use the cross entropy (CE) loss:
, where p i = p if the label is correctly predicted, else
is the estimated probability for correct class prediction. The CE loss can be further extended to the α-balanced CE loss that considers the class imbalance by multiplying a weighting factor α ∈ [0, 1]:
, where a i = a for correct prediction, else a i = 1 − a. However, both CE and α-balanced CE loss can not differentiate easy and hard samples well. Thus focal loss is introduced to reshape the α-balanced CE loss to down-weight easy samples and focus on hard samples by introducing a modulating factor (1 − p i ) γ with a focusing parameter γ ≥ 0. The objective can be expressed as
When γ > 0, the loss contribution of easy samples will be discounted, else the loss function will turn into CE loss. The final loss function in our MTL framework is the combination of the task-specific losses and the multi-objective loss:
where t is the task index.
Multimodal Learning To develop a joint representation across modalities, we explored two early fusion methods. We investigated a widely-used vector concatenation and the compact bilinear pooling (CBP) that captures interactions between modalities more expressively [10] . Vector concatenation is well-known as a strong approach to merge modalities. For the vector concatenation method, the shared representation used for the downstream tasks is derived as the following:
where V is the vector representation of the modality.
Bilinear models take the outer product of two representations to form the joint representation. It is an alternative approach to learning the interaction between two vector representations but with a huge computational cost. [10] proposed CBP to mitigate the issue of the computational heavy outer product by adopting Fourier transformation tricks to operate in the transformed space. Besides, CBP also utilizes a Count Sketch projection (CSP) function Ψ to project the high-dimension outer product vector to a lower-dimensional space as a more compact representation.
In details, the inputs of CSP function are the outer product vector v ∈ R n and two randomly uniformly initialized constant vectors s ∈ {−1, 1} n and h ∈ {1, ..., d} n . The function outputs a latent representation vector
, is defined as
A CSP function of an outer product between two vectors X, Y is equivalent to the convolution between the CSP applied X and Y. Precisely,
where ⊗ is the outer product, * is the convolution operation. This can again be rewritten in a format using Fourier transformation (FFT) and inverse Fourier transformation (
, where is the element-wise product. Thus, the original Ψ function for the dimensionality reduction of outer product can be operated using Fourier transformation as following:
, where X, Y are input vectors and s, h are randomly assigned vectors mentioned above. These transformation tricks have the benefits of reduced computation and memory usage, enabling operations on high-dimensional vectors.
Multiscale Imaging We also explored multimodal learning in the context of multiscale imaging. This is inspired by pathologists' workflow in examining images at different image magnifications to get both the context and the details. We used the whole slide images in low magnification and three high magnification image patches randomly cropped from the tissue area in the slide image. We applied the vector concatenation and CBP for multiscale learning. Using the vector concatenation, the image representation V image will be:
If using CBP,
, where CBP(·) is the CBP operation described above. For CBP, we followed the parameter setting in [10] with 16000-D output representation.
Natural Language Representation To extract representation from the free text pathology reports, we used an attention-based BERT model as the encoder [8] . The implementation of the BERT encoder contains 12 Transformer blocks and 12 self-attention heads with 768-D representation. The encoder is pretrained on large English corpora consisting of Wikipedia and BookCorpus. The last two Transformer blocks were set to be trainable to be fine-tuned for our tasks. After integrating the pretrained BERT into the proposed multimodal merging and multitask framework, two Transformer blocks were fine-tuned with the backpropagated gradient from the overall loss ( Figure 3 ).
Experiments
Datasets We collected two datasets for this study, a dataset from a tertiary teaching hospital (TTH) and a publicly available TCGA dataset. The metadata of two datasets has been annotated by board-certified pathologists. The TTH dataset was split into three subsets of 80% (18,413 slides / 4,972 cases), 10% (2,570 slides / 1,324 cases), 10% (2,570 slides / 1,324 cases) for training, validation and testing, respectively. We adopted iterative stratified sampling to ensure that the proportions of classes are nearly equally distributed in three subsets. A random subset of the TCGA dataset (10,440 slides / 7,084 cases) was annotated and used as an independent hold-out test set to evaluate the generalization of our method to the unseen data source. All samples were categorized into two fixation types, 14 tissue types (with one type as "others"), two procedure types, and two staining methods as shown in Table 1 . Extremely rare tissue types are recategorized into "others" unless they are the top-8 tissue types in TCGA dataset.
Data Preprocessing and Resampling
In multitask learning, class imbalance issue is aggravated concerning the number of tasks. In this study, there are 112 possible label combinations across four tasks (2 fixation types × 14 tissue types × 2 procedure types × 2 staining methods), Table 1 . The ratio of cases between the most frequent combination and the least frequent combination grows exponentially with respect to the number of tasks. For example, the number of cases in the most common combination (FFPE, LN, Surgical, H&E) is 16,415 times more than the least frequent combination (Frozen, Lung, Biopsy, IHC). To address this issue for model development, we upsampled rare combinations to 500 cases per combination and downsampled combinations with abundant data to 1000 cases per combination in the training set. There is no change to the class distribution for validation and test sets.
We used images with two different scales in this study, low magnification whole slide images and high magnification image patches from slides. For whole slide images, due to the difficulty of fitting gigapixel images into the memory [20] , all the images were retrieved at 0.3125× and then rescaled to 512 × 512 pixels by bilinear interpolation regardless the aspect ratio. The slide-level features such as spatial relationship and colors of the tissues were still preserved Table A2 for abbreviations.
through the rescaling. From the pathology perspective, such preprocessing does not affect the decision of metadata annotation because the spatial relationship is preserved. We used the high magnification image patches for incorporating fine-grained features. The images are retrieved from the pathology slide images at 5× magnification and randomly cropped out three patches within the tissue area at 299 × 299 pixels. For the free-text pathology reports, we set a fixed text sequence length of 64 for the BERT encoder input. The average sequence length of the pathology reports in our datasets is around 100, yet the report lengths are skewed since most biopsy reports are very short. Also, the most important information in the pathology reports is usually shown at the beginning, such as the diagnosis of the case. Thus, we set the maximal sequence length at around the 60% quantile of all report lengths for text encoding. We also selected the primary cancer site as structured data input to capture more related information at the case level (see Appendix A1 for more details). We used a one-hot representation to encode the case-level structured input.
Neural Network Details and Baseline We used the standard ResNet-50 model for learning the slide-and the patch-level image representations [12] . Text representation is learned from the BERT encoder [8] . Case-level structured data are featurized with one layer fully connected network.
We applied the focal loss with γ = 2.0, α = 0.5, and used the Adam optimizer with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −8 and set a clipping normalization value of 0.5 for optimization. Exponential decay learning rate scheduling with an initial learning rate of 10 −3 , with a decay rate of 0.9 for every 200 training steps, were used. We trained the model with five epochs with a batch size of 32.
The baseline configuration for comparison is the single modal single task framework with multiscale image (slide + patch) inputs. We used both slide and patch-level information as the baseline since it is the most comprehensive way to read the slide for pathologists.
Evaluation
We evaluated the models' performance on metadata prediction with two standard metrics, the macro average of the area under ROC curve (AUC-ROC) and the macro average of the area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PR). The AUC-ROC measures the probability of the model ranking a randomly chosen positive sample higher than a randomly chosen negative sample. AUC-PR measures the trade-off between precision (positive predictive value) and recall (sensitivity). Macro AUC-ROC and macro AUC-PR take an equally weighted average of AUC-ROCs and AUC-PRs across all classes, respectively. An equal-weighted average is desired because rare cases are treated equally as common cases. Other commonly used metrics such as accuracy, micro average AUC-ROC, and micro average AUC-PR are not suitable for this study due to the highly imbalanced test set. These metrics are computed per sample instead of per class, therefore, a model can achieve high accuracy simply by predicting well on the majority classes while ignoring minority classes.
Results and Discussions
Metadata Prediction with Multimodal Multitask Learning We start with a comparison between the proposed multimodal multitask framework and the baseline single modal single task benchmark in Table 2 . The proposed method (MM) achieved higher AUC-ROCs compared to the baseline (SS) on three out of four tasks and on-par on one task, on the hold-out independent TCGA test set ( Table 2 , ∆(MM, SS) = 35% (tissue), 2.33% (fixation), 0% (procedure), 1.15% (staining)). On the TTH test set, MM achieves higher AUCROCs on two tasks, on-par on one task, and slightly lower on one task ( Table 2 , ∆(MM, SS) = 23.94% (tissue), -1.01% (fixation), 4.41% (procedure), 0% (staining)). Predicting tissue type is the task with the great improvement by using multimodal multitask framework.
We found that the main contribution of the performance improvement comes from the multimodal component instead of the multitask component ( Table 2 , ∆(MS, SS) = 23.58% (tissue), 1.40% (fixation), -0.76% (procedure), -2.92% (staining) versus ∆(SM, SS) = 2.82% (tissue), -0.65% (fixation), -1.47% (procedure), 0.60% (staining)). However, combining multitask with multimodality often lead to further increases in performance ( Table 2 , ∆(MM, MS) = 7.32% (tissue), -0.60% (fixation), 2.99% (procedure), 3.60% (staining)). It allows the multitask framework to utilize the inductive bias from one task to learn a more generalized representation that improves or keeps the performance of other tasks. Such effect is consistent with the argument that shared representation learned from multitask helps generalize across tasks, especially when the major information sources are slightly different but correlated between tasks. In our case, image mainly provides the evidence for fixation and staining prediction, whereas texts are informative for tissue type prediction, incorporating both multimodal and multitask framework helps learn a better representation that share more underlying patterns in pathology.
Among the four prediction tasks, tissue type is the most challenging task for pathologists. To classify tissue type from images, a pathologist will need to review the tissue morphology in both low and high magnification while incorporating prior knowledge about the case from the pathology report. On the other hand, the other three tasks are relatively simple and can be learned by a layman with appropriate training. Furthermore, tissue type prediction task has 14 classes while the other tasks are binary classification problems. Due to the intrinsic difficulty of the task, the baseline only reached an AUC-ROC of 0.60 on TCGA test set, while the multimodal multitask framework significantly improved the performance to an AUC-ROC of 0.81 (Table 2 , TCGA MM), and up to 0.92 after further optimization (Table 5) .
We observed that the majority of the performance gain came from the incorporation of multimodality instead of multitask. This is because that the key information includes in the reports are pathology findings, which are highly relevant to tissue type, and partially related to the procedure since different procedures may provide different findings mentioned in the reports. The reports and case-level information are less informative for fixation and staining pre- diction since these two metadata are directly related to slide images and less emphasized in the reports. However, comparable results are still observed since MTL can utilize the tissue type prediction as an auxiliary task to keep or improve the model prediction power for other tasks. Therefore, we argue that the additional modalities, free text, and structured data, provide useful information about the specific task of tissue type prediction. This is also intuitively reasonable because understanding the pathology reports provides strong prior for a model to predict tissue type among fewer options consistent with the report.
Utility of the Multitask Framework Alone
Although the multimodal multitask learning approach showed improved performance over the baseline, limited improvements are seen if we consider multitask learning alone without multimodal inputs (Table 2 , ∆(SM, SS) = 2.82% (tissue), -0.65% (fixation), -1.47% (procedure), 0.60% (staining), where the performance of the two approaches are on-par considering the confidence interval). This is likely due to insufficient information in the image modality alone for some tasks, such as predicting tissue type from the image alone, which is regarded as a nontrivial task by pathologists. Although multitask learning alone does not lead to a significant improvement over the baseline, it demonstrates on-par performance using only one model with four task heads instead of four independent models. This indicates that the multitask framework yields a more generalized representation for different tasks while greatly reduces the required computation resource for model development and speed up model iterations and inferences.
Comparison of Multimodality Strategies
For the multimodality module, we also investigated different merging strategies of integrating image and text information under multitask scenario. Table 3 shows the performance comparison of vector concatenation and CBP. We observe higher performance with vector concatenation in most tasks except for the tissue type prediction problem. In [10] , CBP worked reasonably well for visual-text question answering problems which image and text modalities both have a good correlation on the targeted task. Similarly, in this study, for tissue type prediction which requires both image and text modalities, CBP shows an improved performance by leveraging both modalities. On the other hand, for tasks that a single modality is sufficient and other modalities are not expected to contain task-related information, CBP yield inferior performance. For example, text reports usually do not contain information about fixation and staining (AUC-ROC of 0.59 using only text modality on TCGA). Therefore, we observed worse performance with CBP relative to the concatenation method (Table 3) .
Ablation Analysis to Understand the Importance of Different Modalities To explore the effect of each modality, we conducted ablation analysis by removing text and structured data one at a time while keeping the whole slide image modality (Table 4) . Whole slide image modality is not removed because it is the base component for the pathology metadata prediction. Among the two additional modalities, we found that removing texts decreased the performance the most, especially on tissue type and procedure type metadata prediction (Table 4 , ∆(All w/o text, All) = -14.94% (tissue), -2.28% (fixation), -2.16% (procedure), -1.14% (staining)). Case-level structured data is also predictive for some tasks but not as informative as texts (Table 4 , ∆(All w/o structured, All) = -4.79% (tissue), -2.84% (fixation), -5.93% (procedure), -1.17% (staining)). The observed trend is consistent with the understanding that the pathology reports contain information closely related to diagnosis and tissue type but not fixation, staining information. Table 5 : Ablation analysis on multiscale image information on the testing set, TCGA and TTH. We reported the values of macro AUC-ROC with 95% confidence intervals.
Additional Informative Modality Might Not Be Helpful For research on multimodal modeling, a common understanding is that adding informative modality is helpful for prediction. However, we observed inferior performance after adding an informative modality. Specifically, we explored incorporating high magnification image patches to improve the performance across all four tasks. With only image modality as the input, patch information helps the model perform better in three out of four tasks (Table 5 , ∆(Image, Image w/o patch) = 0.86% (tissue), 5.15% (fixation), -2.26% (procedure), 0.6% (staining)). However, adding patches yields inferior performance for the tissue and procedure type prediction when text and structured data are also used (Table 5 , ∆(All, All w/o patch) = -10.77% (tissue), 2.27% (fixation), -11.69% (procedure), 1.16% (staining)). We argue that the inferior performance is due to the similarity in information between patch images and texts/structured data. Patch image is expected to be noisier than the other two modalities primarily due to image noise and patch sampling noise. The patch image only contains a narrow specific region. Therefore, the noise might come from capturing tissue images with similar visual features that are common across different tissue types. Since we only picked up three random patches, the patches may not be representative enough for a specific tissue type. This finding also leads to a potential future direction of developing a method to identify the label-specific region for patch generation without extensive annotation. Please refer to Appendix A5 for detailed discussions from a pathologist's perspective.
Conclusions
Due to the need and challenges of acquiring well-curated metadata for large scale biobanking, in this study, we explored the potential for using a machine learning approach for slide-level metadata prediction. We proposed a multimodal multitask model to leverage information across different modalities for the prediction of several important metadata jointly. The results showed that the proposed framework outperformed single modality single task baseline. It also showed better performance when generalizing to the independent TCGA test set from a different source. This generalization is particularly important because its a better estimation of the true performance on other future unseen datasets. We expect this model to be useful for increasing the utilization of existing biobank archives, and the proposed framework to be a helpful reference for future multimodal multitask learning research in the biomedical space.
Appendix A1 Usage of Case-level Structured Data We used the primary cancer site of the patient as the source of case-level structured data. Even though the primary cancer site seems to be similar to the tissue type, they are different from the pathology perspective. Primary cancer site is the case-level information yet tissue type is slide-level information (Figure 1, Appendix Table A1 ). The tissue type of a slide can be completely different from the case-level primary cancer site even though they are from the same patient. For example, a patient with the primary cancer site of the breast may have multiple pathology slides. Some of the slides can be lymph node or skin tissue due to metastasis and invasion. Table 1 : An example of patient visits from complaining a breast mass to surgery. The pathology data in case-level and slide-level provide different information of the disease.
A2 Derivation of the Multi-objective Loss Given the metadata prediction task t, we make the assumption that the task predicted output y it for the training input x i returned by the neural network f t under the weight set w, the noise scalar (error) of the output is zero-mean and normally distributed with the standard deviation of σ t . Thus, we want to find the stationary points of the Gaussian log likelihood:
the variance σ 2 to zero and obtain the update equation for σ 2 :
where N is the size of training data. Then we replace theσ 2 t in the log likelihood function and get the following simplified version:
To maximize the likelihood, we convert the above to the format of loss function and minimize it:
The above loss function can be optionally exponentiate back as:
Where we can see the loss is a geometric average instead of the arithmetic mean.
A3 Evaluation of Model Performance
Except for the model performance demonstrated in the main context (Table 2-5), we provide the additional model evaluation results in this supplemental section. For different experiments in the main context, we reported the values of AUC-PR, which consider the trade-off between precision and recall, on both TCGA and TTH test sets in Table A3 , A5, A7, A9. We also demonstrate the model evaluation of both AUC-ROC and AUC-PR on the validation set in Table A4 
A4 Relations between Multiscale Imaging and Prediction Tasks
Both slide-and patch-level images are essential for the metadata prediction from the pathology perspective. The tissue type prediction requires patch images to observe cellular and regional tissue information. This is hard at the whole slide level at low magnification. Since the same tissue type specimen can be processed in various ways, it can eventually result in different shapes at low magnification and therefore the whole slide image can't be a good pattern for identifying the tissue type. High magnification images that demonstrate cell morphology and tissue structure are essential if there are no additional modalities used.
For the fixation type prediction, it is difficult to identify it at whole slide level but relatively easier in the patch since the intracellular matrix in frozen section is usually not preserved well and fragmented at high magnification due to the fast but less delicate tissue fixation process. Also, the frozen section staining process is not robust as the FFPE fixation and therefore the images usually have less contrast. However, the contrast issue can be found not only because of the fixation type but also other issues, such as stain normalization problem. Therefore, patch-level images are still required for better fixation type prediction.
Identifying the procedure type is challenging at both slide and patch level due to the definition ambiguity of the procedure. The biopsy can be needle core biopsy, incisional biopsy or excisional biopsy. The latter two biopsy types can be very similar to surgical resection, and therefore hard to be discriminated from each other. This is also challenging for an annotation since every pathologist Table 3 : Performance between different modality-task settings on the testing set, TCGA and TTH. TCGA is specifically for external validation, which has the different data distribution from the training set. We reported the values of macro AUC-PR with 95% confidence intervals. SS: single modal single task; SM: single modal multitask; MS: multimodal single task; MM: multimodal multitask. Table 7 : Performance on the testing set, TCGA and TTH. TCGA is specifically for external validation, which has the different data distribution from the training set. We reported the values of macro AUC-PR with 95% confidence intervals. Table 9 : Performance on the testing set, TCGA and TTH. TCGA is specifically for external validation, which has the different data distribution from the training set. We reported the values of macro AUC-PR with 95% confidence intervals. and specialist has a different interpretation of the procedure. For example, we usually use incisional/excisional biopsy for skin surgery rather than calling it major resection. Instead of image modality, we may rely on other inputs such as free text reports to improve model performance.
Staining type prediction has fewer issues but it highly depends on color normalization across hospitals and labs. Even for the same hospitals, preservation and timing are also critical for the staining quality. Table 5 , we identified that patch integration didn't work well while other modalities (text and structured data) were used. We consulted the board-certified pathologists to ensure our findings and interpretation are reasonable. We demonstrate some examples in Figure 4 that were misclassified by the model using patch information, yet correctly classified by the model without the patch.
A5 Pathology Perspective of Usage of Multiscale Imaging In
As we mentioned in the main context, the patch information may not be representative enough through the generation process, which is commonly used for most machine learning tasks in pathology. For example, we expect to identify the breast tissue by seeing the breast epithelial or tubular structures. However, the patch may focus solely on fat, muscular or connective tissues (e.g. collagen fibers), which are general across many tissue types and therefore tend to be misclassified to the head and neck tissue, which has all these features in the submucosal layer (Figure 4 Case 1, 3, 4) .
The case with the patches that are cell-abundant may also tend to be misclassified. For instance, the dense regions of the thyroid tissue are similar to those in the lymph node tissue (Figure 4 Case 2). Even more, there are some regions in head and neck is gathered the lymphatic cells (Figure 4 Case 5). Including such correct but misleading patches may bias the result toward the incorrect prediction. i.e. from head and neck tissue to lymph node tissue.
Finally, the patch of cancer metastasis is also a source of misclassification between primary cancer organ and metastatic site. e.g. breast and lymph node (Figure 4 Case 6). Even though the patch information is helpful while other modalities such as reports are not used, further patch processing is required to obtain many representative patches for better integration.
